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First-principles simulations of liquid Fe-S under Earth’s core conditions

Dario Alfè and Michael J. Gillan
Department of Physics, Keele University, Keele, Staffordshire ST5 5BG, United Kingdom

~Received 20 March 1998!

First-principles electronic structure calculations, based upon density functional theory within the generalized
gradient approximation and ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials, have been used to simulate a liquid alloy of
iron and sulfur at Earth’s core conditions. We have used a sulfur concentration of'12% wt, in line with the
maximum recent estimates of the sulfur abundance in the Earth’s outer core. The analysis of the structural,
dynamical, and electronic structure properties has been used to report on the effect of the sulfur impurities on
the behavior of the liquid. Although pure sulfur is known to form chains in the liquid phase, we have not found
any tendency towards polymerization in our liquid simulation. Rather, a net S-S repulsion is evident, and we
propose an explanation for this effect in terms of the electronic structure. The inspection of the dynamical
properties of the system suggests that the sulfur impurities have a negligible effect on the viscosity of Earth’s
liquid core.@S0163-1829~98!04437-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Earth’s liquid outer core consists mainly of molt
iron, but its density is about 10% too low to be pure iron,1 so
it must contain also some light element. The nature of
light element is still uncertain, and over the last forty-fi
years the main proposed candidates have been carbo1–3

silicon,1,4–7 magnesium,8 sulfur,2,3,9–12 oxygen,8,9,13 or
hydrogen.1,14,15 Due to motivations based on cosmic abu
dance, models of Earth formation, and ability to dissolve i
liquid iron,16–18 sulfur seems to be one of the most like
light elements in the core. The properties of liquid iron a
iron alloys under very high pressures are of fundamental
portance in understanding the dynamics of the Earth’s c
but they are difficult to investigate because of the extre
conditions involved. A particularly important property is th
viscosity of the outer core, since it determines the convec
internal motions which are responsible for the generation
the Earth’s magnetic field.

First-principles calculations have been shown to be v
reliable for the prediction of the structural and dynamic
properties of a variety of materials, including liqu
metals.19–21 Since selenium and sulfur have very simil
properties, it is relevant to mention previousab initio calcu-
lations of the structural, dynamical, and electronic proper
of liquid Ag-Se alloys22 and liquid Se,23 which have been
shown to be in very good agreement with experiments. O
own ab initio calculations on pure liquid iron under Earth
core conditions have demonstrated that the structure of
liquid is close packed, with a coordination number>12 and
a diffusion coefficient of the same order of magnitude
those of many liquid metals at ambient pressure.24,25

We report here on a first-principles investigation of t
structural, dynamical, and electronic structure properties
liquid alloy of iron and sulfur under Earth’s core conditio
We have simulated a liquid alloy with a 12% wt sulfur co
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~13!/8248~9!/$15.00
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centration, in line with the maximum estimates for the sul
abundance in the core.26

To our knowledge the only high-pressure experimen
work on a liquid iron sulfur alloy is that of LeBlanc an
Secco.27 They have studied a Fe73S27 ~wt %! ~with the nota-
tion of the original reference! liquid in a range of pressure
between 2 and 5 GPa and temperatures between 1100
1300 °C, and found a value for the viscosity about thr
orders of magnitude higher than the ambient pressure va
They have tentatively attributed this high viscosity value
the formation of sulfur chains or clusters. These aggrega
would impede the diffusion of the atoms in the liquid, resu
ing in an enhancement of the viscosity. Whether or no
similar sulfur effect could also be present in the Earth’s l
uid core is a matter of current dispute. We remark that
temperatures studied by LeBlanc and Secco are much lo
and their pressures very much lower than those in the Ear
core, so that it is not obvious that their results have a
relevance to the properties of the core.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discu
the theoretical framework and in Sec. III we present o
results for some solid Fe-S crystal structures, compared w
other theoretical work. Then, in Sec. IV we pass to the d
cussion of the liquid, focusing our attention on the structu
~IV A !, electronic~IV B !, and dynamical properties~IV C!.
Finally we present our conclusions.

II. METHOD

The first-principles calculations presented here are ba
on density functional theory within the generalized gradie
approximation~GGA!.28 The electronic wave functions ar
expanded in a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff energy
350 eV, and the electron-ion interaction is described
means of ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials~PP’s!,29

which allow one to use a much lower number of pla
8248 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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waves, compared to a standard norm-conserving PP, wit
affecting the accuracy of the calculations. In the PP appro
mation only the valence electrons are taken into acco
while the tightly bound core electrons are excluded from
calculation. This approximation is usually perfectly justifie
and has been demonstrated to reproduce very well the
electron results for transition metals. In particular, it has b
accurately checked for iron in our previous work.24,25In spite
of this strong evidence, we considered it worthwhile to
some calculations of the structural properties of solid F
and compare them with all-electron full potential calcu
tions of the same properties. The results of these calculat
are reported in the next section.

The iron PP is the same as that used in Refs. 24, 25,
has been constructed with a frozen@Ar# core and a 4s13d7

reference valence configuration. The sulfur PP was c
structed with the@Ne# core and the 3s23p4 reference con-
figuration for the valence states. At the pressure conditi
of the Earth’s core the distance among the atoms may
come so small that the ionic cores overlap. This may resu
a degradation of the PP approximation. The iron PP has b
constructed so as to minimize this problem, and its qua
has been checked elsewhere.24,25 The reliability of the sulfur
PP will be assessed in the next section. Nonlinear c
corrections30 are included throughout this work.

The simulation of the liquid has been performed usingab
initio molecular dynamics~AIMD !, with the forces calcu-
lated fully quantum mechanically~within the GGA and the
PP approximations!, and the ions moved according to th
classical equation of motion. We have used a supercell
proach with periodic boundary conditions. The first pione
ing work in AIMD was that of Car and Parrinello~CP!,31

who proposed a unified scheme to calculateab initio forces
on the ions and keep the electrons close to the Bo
Oppenheimer surface while the atoms move. We have u
here an alternative approach, in which dynamics is p
formed by explicitly minimizing the electronic free energ
functional at each time step. This minimization is more e
pensive than a single CP step, but the cost of the ste
compensated by the possibility of making longer time ste
The molecular dynamics simulations presented here h
been performed usingVASP ~Vienna ab initio simulation
package!. In VASP the electronic ground state is calculat
exactly~within a self-consistent threshold! at each MD step,
using an efficient iterative matrix diagonalization sche
and a Pulay mixer.32 Since we are interested in finite
temperature simulations, the electronic levels are occup
according to the Fermi statistics corresponding to the te
perature of the simulation. This prescription also avo
problems with level crossing during the self-consiste
cycles. For more details of theVASP code see Refs. 33, 34

Within this approach to AIMD it is important to provide
good starting electronic charge density at each time step
as to reduce the number of iterations to achieve s
consistency. This is done usually by a quadratic~or even
multilinear! extrapolation of the charge. We have used her
different scheme: at the beginning of each time step the e
tronic charge density is extrapolated using the atomic cha
density and a quadratic extrapolation on the difference,
the charge is written as
ut
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r~ t !5rat~ t !1dr~ t !, ~1!

wherer(t) is the self-consistent charge density at timet and
rat(t) is the sum of the atomic charges. At timet1dt the
charge is written as the sum of the atomic charges, which
be calculated exactly and cheaply, and a quadratic extra
lation ondr. We have found that for liquid iron this schem
provides a much better starting charge compared with a c
ventional extrapolation of the whole charge, resulting in
reduction of CPU time of almost a factor 2.

III. SOLID FeS

Solid FeS adopts a modified NiAs structure at ze
pressure,35 and undergoes a first phase transition into a M
structure at 3.4 GPa~Ref. 36! and a second transition into a
unknown structure at 6.7 GPa.37–39 Mao et al. have found
FeS in an orthorhombic distortedB1 structure at pressur
above 11.5 GPa.40 Sherman41 has done theoretical spin
unrestricted calculations on three possible crystal structu
He has used the full potential linearized augmented pl
wave method~FLAPW! to study FeS in the NiAs (B8),
CsCl (B2), and NaCl (B1) crystal structures. He found tha
the CsCl structure is the most stable at high pressure.

To confirm the accuracy of the pseudopotential appro
mation, we have repeated the same calculations. For e
structure energy convergence with respect tok-points sam-
pling has been checked. We have found total energies to
converged within 10 meV per atom by using 30, 20, and
k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone of the FeS (B8),
FeS (B2), and FeS (B1) structures, respectively. In th
FLAPW calculations the nonmagnetic phase for the th
sulfides was found to be more stable than the magnetic
We have found instead that the magnetic phase is m
stable for theB2 and theB8 compounds~we have actually
found that theB8 phase is antiferromagnetic!, while only the
B1 phase shows no magnetic moment at all the volum
investigated. In Fig. 1 we display the total energy as a fu
tion of the volume for theB2 and theB8 structures com-
pared with the same calculations done in a spin-restric
scheme. The difference in the total energy is clearly evid
at low pressures. However, this becomes negligibly sm
~even if never zero for theB2 structure! at high pressure. We
want to point out that the disagreement regarding the m
netism between our calculations and FLAPW calculations
unlikely to be due to the PP approximation, as also previ

FIG. 1. Comparison between PP spin-restricted and s
unrestricted calculations of the energy as a function of the volu
for FeS in the CsCl (B2) and in the NiAs (B8) structures.
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8250 PRB 58DARIO ALFÈ AND MICHAEL J. GILLAN
calculations on the structure of solid pure iron have shown
be in very good agreement with all-electron calculations.24,25

In Fig. 2 we display spin-unrestricted PP and FLAPW da
and in Table I we report the equilibrium densityr0 , the bulk
modulusK, and its derivative with respect to pressureK8, as
obtained from a fit of the data to a Birch-Murnaghan eq
tion of state, both for a spin-restricted and a spin-unrestric
calculation. The FLAPW data for theB8 and theB1 struc-
tures are not reported in Ref. 41 and have been deduced
a fit of the data to a Birch-Murnaghan equation of state. O
calculated transition pressure from theB8 to theB2 struc-
ture is 97 GPa, to be compared with 75 GPa obtained in
FLAPW calculations. Since the FLAPW results are nonm
netic, the nonmagnetic PP calculations have to be comp
with them. Despite the slight difference in the equilibriu
density, the agreement between our nonmagnetic calc
tions and FLAPW data is good, and confirms the reliabil
of our PP calculations.

In order to check any possible effects at high pressure
to core overlaps, we have repeated the calculations usi
different sulfur PP constructed with a shorter core radius~1.8
a.u. instead of 2.2 a.u.!. We have not found any appreciab
difference between the two, and we have decided to use

FIG. 2. Spin-unrestricted calculated energy-volume curves
FeS in the NiAs (B8) and CsCl (B2) structures. The curves ar
obtained from a fit of the data to a Birch-Murnaghan equation
state. FLAPW calculations~Ref. 41 are reported for comparison.

TABLE I. Structural parameters for three different FeS crys
structures calculated using a fit to a Birch-Murnaghan equation
state.r0 is the equilibrium density,K the bulk modulus, andK8 its
derivative with respect to pressure. In the first column we rep
FLAPW data~Ref. 41!. In the second and in the third columns w
report our calculations in spin-restricted and spin-unrestricted
formalisms.

FLAPW
PP

~spin unrestricted!
PP

~spin restricted!

CsCl r0 (g/cm3) 6.18 6.0 6.35
K ~GPa! 190 143 191

K8 4.06 4.09 4.11
NiAs r0 (g/cm3) 5.67 5.55 5.94

K ~GPa! 178 114 176
K8 4.31 4.84 4.34

NaCl r0 (g/cm3) 5.58 5.77 5.77
K ~GPa! 171 176 176

K8 3.87 3.95 3.95
o
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PP having the large core radius for the simulation of
liquid.

IV. THE LIQUID

The possible amount of sulfur in the Earth’s core is n
certain, and recent estimates provide a range from a
% wt to a maximum of'10 % wt.26 Since the effect of
sulfur is likely to be larger for larger concentrations, we d
cided to use the highest possible amount of sulfur compat
with the current estimates. In our simulations we have u
64 atoms in a cubic supercell. The numbers of iron and s
fur atoms were 52 and 12, respectively, resulting
'12 % wt concentration and molar fraction ofxFe50.8125
and xS50.1875. In the liquid structure the system is clo
packed. Since the majority of atoms are irons and since
the hexagonal close packed structure solid iron is nonm
netic at high pressure,42 we have used spin-restricted calc
lations for all the liquid simulations. A spin-unrestricted ca
culation on one configuration of the liquid has confirmed th
this is actually nonmagnetic.

One of the possible effects of the impurities is the form
tion of linear chains or small clusters. This fact could ha
important effects on the transport properties of the wh
liquid alloy, since the impurity chains would impede the d
fusion of the atoms, and therefore would increase the visc
ity. In order to address this possible effect, we decided
carry out two independent simulations, starting with tw
very different atomic distribution configurations. In the fir
case we have taken a previous pure liquid iron simulatio24

and substituted randomly iron with sulfur; we will refer t
this simulation as RS. In the second case we have explic
created a sulfur cluster, by transforming a chosen iron a
together with 11 of its nearest neighbors into sulfur atom
we refer to this simulation as CS. The CS case has b
performed to give the sulfur atoms all the possible chance
stay together.

Both the simulations have been done at a thermodyna
point representative of the boundary between the Ear
solid inner core and the liquid core. Here the temperaturT
is uncertain; estimates range from 4000 to 8000 K.43 The
pressure is accurately known, and it is 330 GPa.43 In order to
compare the results of the present work with those obtai
for pure iron24,25 we have used the same temperatureT
56000 K. Since the sulfur has approximately the same s
as iron at this pressure, we argue that a small quantity
sulfur should not change appreciably the pressure and th
fore we have also used the same volume per atom as in R
24, 25. This resulted in a'8% lower density, i.e.,r
512.33 g/cm3 ~for pure iron the density wasr
513.30 g/cm3). The Brillouin zone sampling has been r
stricted to theG point only, and the integration of the class
cal equation of motion has been done using the Ve
algorithm.44 The temperature was controlled using a No´
thermostat.45,46 The quality of the simulation has bee
checked by looking at the constant of motion; this usua
shows a drift which is due to a bad integration of the eq
tion of motion~time step too large! and/or a bad calculation
of the forces. These effects can both be easily controlled
acting on the time step and on the self-consistency thres
on the electronic minimization, which determines the ac
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racy with which the forces are computed. However, a
short time step and/or a too small self-consistency thresh
may require a too expensive computational effort, so o
has to choose a judicious compromise. We have use
self-consistency threshold on the total energy of
31027 eV/atom and a time step of 1 fs; with these prescr
tions the drift of the constant of motion has been kept l
than '7 – 8 meV/atom per ps. We have simulated the
system for 10 ps and the CS one for 3 ps. These simulat
are continuations of a previous pure iron simulation,24,25 and
then our starting configuration would be an equilibrium co
figuration if we had only iron. Since we suddenly tran
formed some iron atoms into sulfur atoms, this is not
principle an equilibrium configuration for the new syste
The time needed to go from the equilibrium configuration
pure liquid iron to that of the alloy is also an interestin
quantity. For this reason no equilibration time has been c
sidered, and we report the whole simulations starting fr
the very beginning.

In order to check that our chosen thermodynamic s
was reasonably close to conditions at the boundary betw
the inner and the outer core, we have calculated the pres
from 2 ps of our RS simulation and we obtained the va
34766 Gpa. This is slightly larger than the experimen
value~330 GPa! and slightly lower than the calculated valu
from our previous simulation on pure liquid iron (35
66 GPa). In addition to confirming the appropriateness
our chosen state, this also suggests that if sulfur is the m
impurity in the core, then its concentration is indeed n
12% wt.

A. Structure

The structural properties of the system have been
spected by looking at the partial radial distribution functio
~RDF’s! gFeFe(r ), gFeS(r ), and gSS(r ). The partial RDF’s
are defined in such a way that, sitting on one atom of
speciesa, the probability of finding one atom of the speci
b in the spherical shell (r ,r 1dr) is rb4pr 2gab(r )dr,
whererb5xb /V is the number density of the speciesb and
V is the volume per atom.

In Fig. 3 we display the RDF’s calculated from 2.5
time averages taken at four different starting times for the
simulation. The four pictures provide a time analysis of t
liquid structure. The twogFeFe(r ) andgFeS(r ) remain essen-
tially unchanged throughout the simulation. Liquid sulfur
known to form chains,47 the distance among the atoms f
each pair being'2 Å at zero pressure. If sulfur forme
chains also in the present case, this would result in a pea
the gSS(r ) at the position of the bond length. If sulfur jus
behaved as though it was iron, then its partial RDF would
identical to the iron one. We have not found either of the t
behaviors. The form of thegSS(r ) clearly indicates that sul
fur behavior is different than iron, and at the same time i
also evident that sulfur atoms do not form chains. Rathe
S-S repulsion is suggested. The same indications come
from an inspection of the partial structure factors~not re-
ported!. The analysis of the CS simulation is even more
teresting. In Fig. 4 we display the RDF’s for the seco
simulation. In this case in the first panel of the figure w
display the RDF’s averaged only over the first 0.5 ps of
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simulation. The reason for this short average time is that
have found that the sulfur cluster dissociates quickly, a
only in this very short time can its existence be monitore
This is evident from the presence of a peak in thegSS at
'2 Å. In the second panel of the figure we display the p
tial RDF’s averaged over the last 2 ps of the simulation, i
starting the average 1 ps after the beginning of the sim
tion. It is evident that the cluster has completely dissocia
and the RDF’s have become essentially identical to thos
the RS simulation. It is also interesting to compare the str
tural properties of the alloy with those of the pure liquid iro
In Fig. 5 we display the iron RDF as calculated in Ref.
and thegFeFecalculated here. The two are very similar, a
provide evidence that a small percentage of sulfur impu
does not appreciably affect the properties of the liquid.

The integration of the first peak of the RDF’s provides
definition of the coordination numberNab

c :

FIG. 3. Radial distribution functions calculated by averagi
over four successive time windows in the simulation starting with
atoms in random positions.

FIG. 4. Radial distribution functions calculated by averagi
over the first 0.5 ps~left panel! and over 2 ps after 1 ps of equili
bration~right panel! for the simulation started with the sulfur atom
near each other~CS simulation, see text!.
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Nab
c 5rbE

0

r ab
c

4pr 2gab~r !dr, ~2!

wherer ab
c is the position of the minimum after the first pea

of gab . In pure iron liquid it was found thatNFeFe
c 513.8.24

In the present case we findNFeFe
c 511.2 ~which is essentially

13.83xFe, since the twogFeFe’s are practically equal!. The
integration of gFeS provides coordination numbersNFeS

c

52.5 andNSFe
c 510.8, i.e., each iron atom is surrounded

2.5 sulfur atoms, and each sulfur atom by 10.8 iron ato
We will comment on these numbers in Sec. V.

Two main conclusions can be drawn from these resu
The first is that the system equilibrates quickly: in the R
case there is no evidence of equilibration time at all, and
means that the equilibrium configurations of the liquid allo
when this is built up distributing impurity atoms in a rando
way throughout the liquid, are not much different than tho
of the pure liquid; the starting configuration of the CS ca
has been constructed so that there is an explicit separatio
sulfur from iron, and in this case the system is not in
equilibrium configuration, but the equilibration time is ve
short ~of the order of 1 ps!, and after that time the random
distribution of the impurities throughout the liquid is re
stored. The second conclusion is more important: there is
evidence of sulfur clustering or formation of linear chain
rather, a sulfur-sulfur repulsive tendency is apparent. We
try to explain this effect in the discussion of the electron
properties of the system in the next section.

B. Electronic structure

The structural behavior of the system can be underst
in terms of the electronic structure. In particular, the int
esting quantities are the relative strengths of the Fe-Fe, F
and S-S bonds. In Fig. 6 we display the electronic density
states~DOS!, i.e., the total number of electronic states p
unit energy, for the configuration of the RS simulation co
responding att57.9 ps. Having in mind a tight binding in
terpretation of the chemical bonds among the atoms, i
particularly useful to inspect the local density of sta
~LDOS!, i.e., the DOS for each atomic species decompo
into angular momentum resolved contributions. The (l ,m)
angular momentum component of the atomi is the projec-
tion onto the spherical harmonic (l ,m) of all the wave func-
tions in a sphere of radiusR centered on the atomi . For

FIG. 5. Iron-iron radial distribution functions calculated in th
pure liquid simulation~Ref. 24! and in the present liquid alloy
simulation.
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more details about how the projections are done see Ref
The LDOS averaged over all the atoms of each species in
cell is also displayed in Fig. 6. The value of the sphere rad
R is somewhat arbitrary. We have usedR50.8 Å for both
iron and sulfur, which is roughly half the minimum distanc
between the atoms, and thus should not attribute to one a
possible contributions to the LDOS deriving from neighbo
ing atoms.

Many features are evident in the DOS; referring all t
energies to the Fermi energy, there is a small peak
'218 eV, a shoulder at'210 eV, a main broad peak ex
tending from'210 eV to'5 eV, and a broad feature we
above the Fermi energy. These features can be easily re
to the LDOS shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The peak
'218 eV is the S (3s) level, which is isolated from the res
of the DOS. The shoulder at'210 eV is mainly due to S
(3p), even if a small Fe (3d) contribution is also present
The main peak extending from'210 to '5 eV is essen-
tially Fe (3d) and the feature at'8 eV is due to S (3d) and
Fe (3d). The Fe (4s) and Fe (4p) orbitals are not reported
they are small contributions to the DOS extending fro
'210 to '15 eV. Disregarding the S (3s) level, we can
focus our attention on the S (3p), S (3d), and Fe (3d)
bands. The S (3p) band shows a main peak at'210 eV
and a somewhat less intense peak above the Fermi energ
'3 eV; the Fe (3d) band has a small shoulder at the sam
position as the main S (3p) peak and extends well above th
Fermi energy. Since the LDOS depend on the choice of
sphere radiusR, we have repeated the same analysis usin
smaller radiusR50.6 Å. Because of the reduced sphere
dius, the absolute intensity of the peaks is also reduced.

FIG. 6. Total electronic density of states~upper panel! and den-
sity of states for each atomic species decomposed into angular
mentum contributions~lower panel!.
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is more true for the sulfur bands, which are less localiz
around the nuclei than the iron 3d band. However, the rela
tive intensity of the S (3p) peaks at210 and 3 eV is essen
tially the same as that forR50.8 Å. This fact demonstrate
that these two peaks are bonding and antibonding states
will demonstrate later that they actually result from
S (3p)-Fe (3d) hybridization. Assuming for the momen
that this is the case, we can state that the sulfur-iron bon
predominantly covalent. A careful inspection of the LDO
reveals that part of the sulfur-iron bond is also due
S (3d)-Fe (3d) hybridization. The bonding between Fe a
oms occurs by the well known mechanism of partial fillin
of the 3d-band ~this is the mechanism emphasized
Friedel’s analysis48 of the cohesive and elastic properties
transition-metal crystals!. The splitting of the sulfur-iron
bonding and antibonding levels is a measure of the stren
of the bonds. Since this is larger than the broadening of
Fe (3d) band we argue that the Fe-S bond is stronger t
the Fe-Fe one. This is consistent with the different forms
the RDF’s described in the previous section, where it w
evident that the average Fe-S distance is lower than
Fe-Fe one.

In order to disentangle the S-S neighboring effect fro
the S-Fe one, we have used the RS simulation to analyze
LDOS’s of two sulfur atoms in two different environment
The first one S1, has been chosen so as to maximize
number of sulfur atoms in the nearest neighbors shell an
has two sulfur atoms and nine iron atoms at a distance
than 2.5 Å, while the second atom S2 has been chosen so th
there are no sulfur atoms within the nearest neighbors s
In this way S1 makes bonds with other sulfur atoms, while2
bonds only with iron atoms. In the upper panel of Fig. 7
display the LDOS’s of S1 and S2 for the 3s and the 3p
bands. For the S2 atom ~no sulfur bonds! a sharpening of
both the 3s and the 3p peaks can be observed, when co
pared with the averaged LDOS. This demonstrates that
bonding and the antibonding peaks do not result from a
bond and they are actually due to S-Fe hybridization. T
analysis of the projections onto the S1 atom allows us to infer
about the strength of the S-S bonds. In this case S1 is close to
other two sulfur atoms, and the effect of the S-S orbital ov
laps is evident: there is a nice splitting of the 3s level and a
splitting or broadening of the 3p level. Since both the 3s and
the 3p peaks are far from the Fermi energy, there is
appreciable energy gain when two sulfur atoms come clo
This means that the two different environments~some sulfur
in the first neighbor shell and no sulfur in the first neighb
shell! are energetically almost equivalent, so that there is
sulfur-sulfur bond at all.

It is interesting to notice that the 3s splitting is larger than
the 3p splitting. This is not what one would expect for
couple of isolated sulfur atoms, since the 3s orbitals are
more localized than the 3p orbitals in the free atom, and
therefore they would overlap less. But in the present case
behavior is perfectly consistent and it is a further demons
tion of the sulfur-iron bonding strength. The 3p orbitals are
hybridized with the surrounding iron atoms, while the 3s
orbitals are well localized on the sulfur atoms, since th
essentially do not interact with iron. Because of this differe
spatial distribution, when two sulfur atoms come together
d
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3s orbitals overlap more effectively than the 3p ones, which
are engaged with iron, and this results in the larger splitt
observed in Fig. 7.

Further evidence of the Fe-Fe and Fe-S bond stren
difference can be inferred by the inspection of the effect
the sulfur neighborhood on the iron atoms. In the lower pa
of Fig. 7 we display the Fe (3d) band for two selected iron
atoms. The first, Fe1 has 6 Fe and 4 S within a distance of 2
Å, while the second Fe2 has 11 Fe and 1 S within the sam
distance. A comparison of the two bands clearly shows t
Fe1, the iron atom with more sulfur nearest neighbors, ha
broader 3d band with respect to Fe2. Since the band extend
across the Fermi level, a broader band results in a lowe
of the energy, and then the Fe-S bond must be stronger
the Fe-Fe one. The strength difference of the two Fe-Fe
Fe-S bonds is expected from the relative extension of
sulfur 3p, 3d, and the iron 3d orbitals: since the sulfur or-
bitals are less localized around the nuclei than the iron on
they overlap with iron more effectively, leading to a larg
broadening of the Fe (3d) band.

In conclusion, the sulfur-sulfur repulsion evident from th
analysis of the structural properties is not a real repuls
effect, but it is rather due to the stronger iron-sulfur intera
tion with respect to the iron-iron and the sulfur-sulfur one
The iron atoms want to be as much coordinated as poss
with sulfur atoms, while the sulfur-sulfur interaction is ne
ligible. The combination of these two facts produces high
sulfur coordinated iron atoms~compatibly with the concen-

FIG. 7. LDOS for two selected sulfur atoms~upper panel! and
two selected iron atoms~lower panel!. The atoms S1 and S2 have
respectively 2 and 0 sulfur atoms at distance less than 2.5 Å, a
and 11 iron atoms within the same distance. The atoms Fe1 and Fe2
have respectively 4 and 1 sulfur atoms at distance less than 2.
and 6 and 11 iron atoms within the same distance.
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tration! and isolated sulfur atoms. The consequences for
transport properties of the liquid will be discussed in the n
section.

C. Dynamics

In the liquid phase the atoms are free to diffuse throu
out the whole volume, and this behavior can be character
by diffusion coefficientsDa for the two species of atoms
which are straightforwardly related to the mean square
placement of the atoms through the Einstein relation49

1

Na
K (

i 51

Na U ra i~ t01t !2ra i~ t0!U2L→6Dat, as t→`,

~3!

wherer ia(t) is the vector position at timet of the i th atom of
speciesa, Na is the number of atoms of speciesa in the cell,
and^ & means time average overt0 . In studying the long time
behavior of the mean square displacement, it is convenie
define a time-dependent diffusion coefficientDa(t):

Da~ t !5
1

6tNa
K (

i 51

Na U ra i~ t01t !2ra i~ t0!U2L , ~4!

which has the property that

lim
t→`

Da~ t !5Da . ~5!

In Fig. 8 we display the iron and the sulfur diffusion coef
cients calculated using Eq.~4! for the RS simulation. The
four different panels refer to four different time window
each of length 2.0 ps, and starting, respectively, attwindow’s
equal to 0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 ps from the beginning of
simulation. That is, for each windowDa(t) is averaged from

FIG. 8. Iron and sulfur time-dependent diffusion coefficien
calculated using Eq.~4!. The four panels refer to four different tim
windows taken to make the time averages~see text!.
e
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t05twindow to t05twindow12.0. We recall again that no
equilibration time has been excluded, so that possible n
equilibrium effects should be evident from systematic diffe
ent results in the succession of the time windows. The me
ingful quantity that has to be extracted from the pictures
the limit of Da(t) for large times. Once again, there is n
evidence of time-dependent behavior, and the diffusivity
approximately the same in all the windows. The differen
that can be appreciated from the different windows is
estimate of the statistical error onDFe and DS. From this
data we can estimateDFe'0.420.631024 cm2 s21 and
DS'0.420.631024 cm2 s21, which are very similar. The
value of the iron diffusion coefficient is very close to th
found by Vočadlo et al.24 for pure iron at the same
temperature andr513.3 g/cm3, which was DFe'0.4
20.531024 cm2 s21.

The viscosity of the liquid could in principle also be d
rectly calculated from the AIMD simulation via the autoco
relation function of the off-diagonal part of the stre
tensor.50 However, this would be a major undertaking, and
fact the viscosity has not yet been calculated for any sys
by AIMD. The reason is that, in contrast with the diffusio
coefficient, only the average over time origins can be don
this case, so that the statistics is worse by a factorNat than
that of the diffusion coefficient. This implies that for a mea
ingful measure of the viscosity a much longer run would
needed. An alternative way to obtain a rough estimate of
viscosity is by using its relationship with the diffusion coe
ficient stated by the Stokes-Einstein relation

Dh5
kBT

2pa
, ~6!

as was done in our recent calculation on pure liquid iron.24,25

This relation is exact for the Brownian motion of a macr
scopic particle of diametera in a liquid of viscosityh. The
relation is only approximate when applied to atoms; ho
ever, ifa is chosen to be the nearest neighbor distance of
atoms in the solid, Eq.~6! provide results which agree within
40% for a wide range of liquid metals.

In the present case we have two atomic species, eac
them with its own diffusion coefficient. However, iron an
sulfur have a similar atomic radius at this high pressure,
the similar values for the two diffusion coefficients that w
have found are consistent with the form of the Stok
Einstein relation, and provide also an indirect check of
applicability in this particular case. Since the pure iron d
fusion coefficient24,25 is essentially equal to that found wit
the present amount of sulfur impurity, we conclude that
latter has very little effect on the viscosity of the Earth
liquid outer core. This means that the value ofh'1.3
31022 Pa s obtained in our simulation on pure liquid F
~Refs. 24, 25! should also be valid for the present Fe-S m
ture.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used first-principles calculations based on d
sity functional theory within GGA for the exchange
correlation energy and ultrasoft pseudopotentials to simu
a liquid iron-sulfur alloy at Earth’s core conditions (T
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56000 K, r512.33 g/cm3, and a molar fraction ofS
50.1875). We have found that all atoms are closed pack
so that the total number of neighbors surrounding each a
is >12. As far as Fe-Fe and Fe-S correlations are concer
the distribution of Fe and S atoms is essentially rando
However, S-S correlation shows an effective repulsion
tween S atoms, so that the probability of finding an S atom
the nearest neighbor shell of a given S atom is much
than would be obtained with a random distribution. We ha
presented strong evidence to show that there is no tend
whatever for S atoms to form chains.

Our study of the electronic structure shows that the bo
ing is predominantly metallic and covalent. Our calculat
electronic density of states demonstrates that S form o
pied bonding and unoccupied antibonding states with ne
boring Fe atoms. The resulting covalent S-Fe bond is c
siderably stronger than the bond between Fe atoms, as
have seen from the magnitude of the energy splitting
tween the bonding and the antibonding states. We have
gued that the strength of this bond comes from the la
spatial overlap between the S (3p) and Fe (3d) states. In
contrast, sulfur atoms do not make bonds between e
other. The strength of the S-Fe bond compared with the o
two explains the effective repulsion behavior between S
oms: if two S atoms come together two Fe-S bonds are
and one Fe-Fe bond is formed, and the total energy is
creased.

Now we come back to the question of the Fe-Fe, Fe
and S-S coordination numbers. If sulfur and iron were eq
and their distributions random, one would expectNFeS

c

513.83xS'2.6 and NSFe
c 5NFeFe

c 511.2. Since the Fe-S
bond is stronger than the other two, this should result
higher Fe-S and S-Fe coordination numbers. On the contr
we find two slightly smaller values,NFeS

c 52.5 and NSFe
c

5NFeFe
c 510.8. However, since iron and sulfur stay clos

than iron and iron~as can be checked by the inspection of t
RDF’s!, the space left to iron atoms to surround the sulfu
reduced, and therefore the coordination number is co
spondingly lowered.
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Our analysis of the dynamics of the Fe and S atoms sh
that the liquid alloy has essentially the same transport pr
erties as the pure iron liquid. We have calculated iron a
sulfur diffusion coefficients which are both of'0.420.6
31024 cm2 s21, very similar to that of pure liquid iron,
'0.420.531024 cm2 s21, as calculated in Ref. 24. Thi
also means that the iron-sulfur bonds in the liquid, althou
stronger than iron-iron bonds, are not strong enough to fo
molecules or polymers, at least at these conditions of p
sure and temperature. Since the diffusion coefficients can
related to the viscosity of the liquid via the Stokes-Einste
relation, we conclude that the sulfur impurity only has sm
effects, if any, on the viscosity of the Earth’s liquid core.

The results discussed in this paper seem at first s
rather difficult to reconcile with the experimental work o
LeBlanc and Secco,27 who found for a Fe-S mixture an
anomalous increasing of the viscosity with pressure. Ho
ever, we must point out that the conditions studied w
quite different, so that it is not obvious that the two wor
could be compared. We suggest that a future first-princip
investigation for a system with the same conditions of co
centration, pressure, and temperature as those of that ex
mental work could be interesting.

Finally, we think that a direct first-principles calculatio
of the viscosity via the autocorrelation function of the o
diagonal term of the stress tensor is not completely out of
question, and we are thinking of extending some effort
this direction.
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